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Marret Asset Management Inc.
Marret Short Duration High Yield Fund
Risk assets in the U.S. continued to perform well in Q3 2018, as U.S. economic growth remained firm
despite a continued soft economic global backdrop. Positive developments on the trade front (exChina), as well as some stability in the U.S. dollar, allowed risk assets to continue their climb higher.
High yield credit spreads tightened to post-crisis lows helped by low default rates and rising oil
prices. After remaining range-bound for most of the quarter, U.S. treasury yields resumed their rise,
after the Federal Reserve continued forward on its rate-hiking path in mid-September, raising rates
an additional 25 basis points (bps). Notably, the yield on the 10-year treasury bond decisively broke
out and stayed above 3%, after strong indications that the economy was on firm footing. High yield
managed to outperform, absorbing much of this rate rise, seeing both lower yields and tighter
spreads. Yields in the high-yield spectrum ended the period at approximately 6.2%, while spreads
narrowed to approximately 320 bps.

As was the case in Q2 2018, the fund’s core short duration bonds performed well in Q3 2018. Short
duration and high-yield credit remained strong as U.S. rates widened early in the quarter, notably
on positive U.S. GDP numbers. The high yield market recorded its strongest year-to-date monthly
performance in July. The fund benefited from short duration credit selection (Reynolds and Bausch
Health, notably) but also from the market appetite for health care (Endo International). In
commodities, Tapstone Energy and Parkland Fuel were notable contributors. Conversely, exposure
to certain metals and mining, and energy names detracted from the fund’s performance. The fund
underperformed the broader high-yield market in Q3 2018 but importantly, provided relatively
stable returns across larger market fluctuations while maintaining a substantially shorter duration
profile.
Marret High Yield Bond Fund

The fund benefited from credit selection and total return names’ performance, predominantly in the
health care sector (notably in pharmaceuticals), and to a lesser extent within the energy sector. The
continued market appetite for oversold health care names and stronger oil prices further supported
the fund’s performance. The largest contributors to the fund’s third quarter performance were
Endo International, Bausch Health, Teva Pharmaceutical, Tapstone Energy and JBS S.A. Conversely,
exposure to certain automotive, energy, and metals and mining names detracted from the fund’s
performance. Despite some volatility in early October, we continue to believe that a recession is not
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imminent, and risk markets may still perform well in the next six to nine months. Volatility is likely
to pick up, though perhaps in short, somewhat violent episodes. Our inclination, as before, is to
conservatively shift the fund’s exposure to sectors and credits that present favourable valuation
without adding undue risk and/or duration to the portfolio.
Outlook

Looking forward, we still believe we are in the late stages of the economic cycle. We continue to
remain invested but are doing so cautiously. As front-end yields rise, we prefer adding exposure to
short-dated credit as yields have become more attractive, yet remain more insulated from higher
rates. U.S. growth remains strong and default rates are still low. As a result, we continue to look for
selective credit opportunities. At the same time, we are monitoring our indicators closely for any
signs of further economic deterioration.

The widening growth differential between the U.S. and the rest of the world is a concern, resulting
in continued strength in the U.S. dollar, which is putting additional pressure on emerging market
economies. Furthermore, central banks remain on their path of removing excess liquidity, which
will eventually have a negative impact on credit spreads. At this time, we are convinced that the
most prudent approach is to remain on a slow and steady path of reducing lower-quality credit risk.
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Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments.
Please read the prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compound total returns
net of fees (except for figures of one year or less, which are simple total returns) including changes in security value and
reinvestment of all distributions and do not take into account sales, redemption, distribution or optional charges or income
taxes payable by any securityholder that would have reduced returns. Investment funds are not guaranteed, their values
change frequently and past performance may not be repeated.
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This report may contain forward-looking statements about one or more mutual funds, their future performance, strategies
or prospects, and possible future fund action. These statements reflect the portfolio managers’ current beliefs and are based
on information currently available to them. We caution you not to place undue reliance on these statements as a number of
factors could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those expressed in any forward-looking statement,
including economic, political and market changes and other developments.
This commentary is published by Marret Asset Management Inc. It is provided as a general source of information and
should not be considered personal investment advice or an offer or solicitation to buy or sell securities.
Information herein was obtained from various sources believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed for its accuracy. Where
such statements are based in whole or in part on information provided by third parties, they are not guaranteed to be
accurate or complete. MAMI is under no obligation to update this commentary and readers should assume the information
contained herein will not be updated. MAMI, its affiliates and related entities and any director, officer or employee are not
liable for any errors or omissions in the information or for any losses or damages arising from any use of this document or
its contents.
All opinions, projections and estimates herein reflect the author’s judgment as of the date of the document, may not be
realized, and are subject to change without notice. The information contained in this document, including information
relating to interest rates, market conditions, tax rules and other investment factors are subject to change without notice.
Nothing in this document is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future.
This information is confidential and may not be redistributed.
Marret Asset Management Inc. is a subsidiary of CI Financial Corp. and an affiliate of CI Investments Inc.
Published November 6, 2018.
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